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Instructions to the Students: 
1. All the questions are conypulsOry. 
2. The levcl of questionepected answer as per OB: or the CoIre (ytr one (fy n 

which the question is bascd is mentioned in () n (ront of thc quwstion. 
3. Use of non-programnable scientilic calculato's is allowed. 

*. ASSume suitable data wherever necessary and mention it clearly. 

Q.1 Solve Any Two of the following. 
A) What are the |:nitations of the superciharging in an IC engine 

B) Brietly explain the following: (i) time loss factor (ii) heat loss factor 

(ii) exhaust blowdown factor. 
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EXplain the loop scavenging process in two-stroke engine with neat schematic 

diagram. 
Q.2 Solve Any Two the following. 

A) Explain the stages of combustion in CI engine? 
B} Briefly discuss the air--fuel ratio of a petrol engine from no load to full load. 

from the engine. 

Explain the exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) method for contro!ling the emisstos 

Q.3 Solve Any Two of the following. 
Lplain the engine power-torque vs speed characteristics for actual internal 

Combustion engine :vith suitable performance Curve. 

Expiain the working of clutch in automotive with suitable layout. 

Q.i Solve the following. 
Cj Describe the working of multi speed gear box 

A) Explain the hydraulic braking system. 
B) What is antilock braking system? Explain with suitable diagram. 

Q.5 Solve Any Two of the following. 

A) Explain the hydraulic power steering system with suitable schematic diagram. 

B) Describe the various types of front suspension systems. 

C) What are the causes of tyre heat and how can it be reduced? 
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B) Explain solar 
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The levclof quesion NpCC answer as De OBE or i question is bused is nentioncd Iin () in (rot !of the question. 

Solve Any 'Two of tlhe foilovig What is fossil fucl? wha 3):Rtnnal sraiegies and National enargy plan Explain energy consumpi10n as a measure of prosEiiy and world energy 

Use of non-proyr r ammable scicntific calCulators is ullowed. AsSuhe Suitable duta wherevet DCCessary uld mention it clearly. 

Solve Any Two of the following. Explaii Solar energy as alternative energy source. energy conversion C Explain with neeat sketch solar flat plate collector as solar air heate,. Solve Any Two of the following. 

are different alternatives for fossil fuel? 

A) Explain the following terms 1. Solar constant. 
2. Solar specrum. 
3. Clarity Index. 

8. Zenith angle. 
4. Declination angle. 

6. Day length hours. 

dlehani. 

B) Explain principle of working of a solar cell. 

Systems and their applications. 

C) Explain various types of commercial solar cells. 

..;ueeri. 

Q.4 Solve Any Two of the following. 
A) What is wind data and energy estimation in wind energy? B) What are various lypes of rotors in wind mill? Draw a neat labelled sketch of propeller type of wind machine. 

Q.5 Solve Any Two of the following. 
A Explain principle of MHD power generation. 

What is principle of OTEC? Draw neat labelled sketch of open cycle OTEC power plant. 

B) Write design and principle of operation of a fuel cell. 

*** nd **k * 

C) Explain with neat sketch working of Lithium ion Batteries. 
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